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Abstract
Microorganisms are organised in complex communities and are ubiquitous
in all ecosystems, including natural environments and inside the human gut.
Metagenomics, which is the direct sequencing of DNA from a sample, enables
studying the collective genomes of the organisms that are there present. How-
ever, the resulting data is highly variable, and statistical models are therefore
necessary to assure correct biological interpretations.
This thesis aims to develop statistical models that provide an increased un-
derstanding of metagenomics data. In Paper I, we develop, implement and
evaluate HattCI, which is a high-performance generalised hidden Markov
model for the identiﬁcation of integron-associated attC sites in DNA sequence
data. In Paper II, we implement HattCI and other bioinformatics tools into
a computational method to identify and characterise the biological functions
of integron-mediated genes. The method is used to identify 13,397 integron-
mediated genes present in metagenomic data. In Paper III, we provide a
conceptual overview of the computational and statistical challenges involved
in analysing gene abundance data. In Paper IV, we perform a comprehensive
evaluation of nine normalisation methods for metagenomic gene abundance
data. Our results highlight the importance of using a suitable method to avoid
introducing an unacceptably high rate of false positives.
The methods presented in this thesis improve the analysis of metagenomic
data and thereby the understanding of microbial communities. Speciﬁcally,
this thesis highlights the importance of statistical modelling in addressing the
large variability of high-dimensional biological data and ensuring its sound
interpretation.
Keywords: generalised hidden Markov models, normalisation, statistical
modelling, metagenomics, DNA sequence data, gene abundance data,
bioinformatics.
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Papers I-IV
1 Background
This chapter introduces the biological concepts used in this thesis. In particular,
integrons, which are a bacterial genomic element used as a mechanism to
share genetic material between cells, are introduced along with the principles
of metagenomics, a tool for studying the collective DNA of microorganism
communities.
1.1 Microorganisms
Microorganisms are organisms that are so small that they cannot be seen by the
naked eye. The study of microorganisms, known as microbiology, began in 1676
with Antonie van Leeuwenhoek’s introduction of the microscope. Currently,
the advances in DNA sequencing technology enable a considerably more
detailed study of microorganisms, their genomes and genes. Microorganisms
can be unicellular or multicellular and are found across the three domains of
life: Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya (Woese et al., 1990). Eukaryotes are uni-
or multicellular organisms whose cells have their genetic material organised
in a nucleus. Archaea and Bacteria are unicellular and prokaryotes, i.e. their
only cell does not contain a nucleus. While the origin of life is debatable,
it is known that Eukarya is evolutionary closer to Archaea than to Bacteria
(Gribaldo et al., 2010). Bacteria are found almost everywhere. For example,
they inhabit the human body, including the gut, where they live in symbiosis
with us, participating in our digestion and constituting vital parts of other
metabolic processes. Similarly, bacteria can live in symbiotic relationships with
other animals and plants. Some bacterial species, however, are pathogenic and
can be harmful, causing diseases in their hosts. Bacteria are also ubiquitous in
environmental ecosystems, e.g. in water and soil. In the environment, bacteria
are essential in the recycling of nutrients, for example, by decomposing dead
bodies or by ﬁxating nitrogen from the atmosphere. Some bacterial species
have evolved to live in extreme conditions, such as in hydro-thermal vents or
in the deepest parts of the oceans (Glud et al., 2013). In such environments,
bacteria have developed special metabolisms to sustain life. Despite their
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importance, most bacterial species have not yet been characterised (Hug et al.,
2016; Solden et al., 2016). Since more than than 98% of bacterial species cannot
easily be cultivated in the laboratory (Amann et al., 1995; Hugenholtz et al.,
1998; Rinke et al., 2013), it is important to continue studying bacteria using
techniques that avoid cultivation.
1.2 Integrons and attC sites
Bacterial cells are able to share genetic material through a process known as
horizontal gene transfer (HGT). In contrast to vertical exchange, in which
genetic material is inherited by the offspring from parents, HGT enables bac-
teria to share genetic material directly between cells. This ability to horizon-
tally exchange genes has enabled bacteria to rapidly adapt to environmental
changes. For instance, at least six bacterial phyla have a photosynthesis-based
metabolism, which uses light to generate energy, and it has been shown that
HGT supports the spread of photosynthesis among different bacterial species
(Swithers et al., 2012; Raymond et al., 2002; Xiong et al., 2002). More recently,
with the introduction of the human use of antibiotics, genes that confer re-
sistance against antibiotics have been acquired in clinical pathogens from
environmental bacteria via HGT (Von Wintersdorff et al., 2016).
One common mechanism of HGT is acquiring exogenous mobile genes in the
genome through a genomic element known as an integron. Each gene mo-
bilised by an integron is organised into a gene cassette that can be incised (Hall
et al., 1991), excised (Collis and Hall, 1992) or rearranged (MacDonald et al.,
2006) by the integron using site-speciﬁc recombination. Integrons are found
in a wide range of bacterial species and share the same common structure
(Figure 1.1). They all carry one gene that codes for an integrase, which is the
enzyme that mediates the transfer process; a common recombination site attI
used by the integrase during the transfer process and where the incoming
gene is incorporated; and one integron-associated promoter (Pc) that regulates
the expression of incorporated genes. In addition, an array of gene cassettes
is found to be sequentially incorporated downstream of the promoter. Each
cassette typically contains one gene and an attC site, which is the other recom-
bination site recognised by the integrase during the transfer (Stokes and Hall,
1989; Mazel, 2006).
Integrons are ancient structures that are estimated to be present in the genomes
of approximately 6% of bacterial species (Cury et al., 2016). These structures
can be found both on conjugative elements, as in pathogens such as Escherichia
coli and Salmonella enterica (Partridge et al., 2009), or on chromosomes, as in e.g.
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Vibrio spp. and Xanthomonas spp. (Mazel, 2006). With the introduction of the
human use of antibiotics, mobile integrons, i.e. integrons located on mobile
elements, have facilitated the spread of antibiotic resistance genes (Partridge
et al., 2009). Their spread, together with their associated genes, is facilitated
by the mobility provided by the elements that they are located on. Speciﬁcally,
class 1 integrons are a good example of what integrons are capable of in terms
of adaptation. Their association with a Tn402-like transposon, a genomic
element that is capable of changing its position in the genome, enabled the
spread of antibiotic resistance genes already carried in integrons when the
use of antibiotics by humans was introduced (Gillings, 2014). In contrast to
mobile integrons, chromosomal integrons are only inherited vertically. These
integrons are generally not mobile on their own, and they can carry more
than 200 gene cassettes (Cambray et al., 2010; Mazel, 2006). These large and
diverse sets of genes together with the integron capability of incorporating and
expressing potentially any gene suggest that integrons can play a major role in
the adaptation and evolution of many forms of bacteria (Boucher et al., 2007;
Holmes et al., 2003). Indeed, in some species, e.g. Vibrio cholerae and Vibrio
ﬁsheri, the presence of integrons in the genome is known to predate speciation
(Mazel, 2006).
Figure 1.1: Integrons are elements of the bacterial genome that facilitate the horizon-
tal transfer of genes. All integrons share a common structure: an intI gene that codes
for an integrase, which is the enzyme responsible for mediating the gene incorporation;
a promoter that regulates the expression of the incorporated genes; a recombination site
attI used during the transfer process; and a number of gene cassettes, each of them with
one inserted gene and one attC site, another recombination site used during the transfer
process.
Each integron-mediated gene is typically accompanied by an attC site. These
sites can be used as markers for genes that are mobilised by integrons. AttC
sites are relatively short (approximately 55-141 nucleotides) with a charac-
teristic pattern that makes them recognisable. Speciﬁcally, attC sites are im-
perfect reverse palindromes (Figure 1.2a), whose bottom DNA strand folds
into a hairpin-like secondary structure during the transfer (Figure 1.2b) (Cam-
bray et al., 2010). Secondary structures are supported by hydrogen bonds
formed between the base pairs {AT,GC,GT}, which are said to be comple-
mentary in this case. The attC site secondary structure contains two pairs
of complementary motifs called R”/R’ (marked with pink in Figure 1.2) and
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L”/L’ (purple) that are recognised by the integrase (Stokes et al., 1997; Hall
et al., 1991). These pairs of motifs are separated by two short spacers (green),
and the two L-motifs are separated by a central loop (blue). Despite these
well-described motifs, only six nucleotides, three in each R-motif, are perfectly
conserved (bold). Therefore, a model that describes these sites needs to take
the variability in nucleotide composition and in length into account. See the
introduction of Paper I (Pereira et al., 2016) for a more detailed description of
the different parts of an attC site.
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Figure 1.2: Example of an attC site. (a) View of a gene cassette in its circular form
(outside the genome). The motifs recognised by the integrase, R”/R’(pink) and
R”/R’(purple), are indicated in the bottom strand. Boldfaced nucleotides are per-
fectly conserved. Two spacers (green) and one central loop (blue) separate these motifs.
(b) Fold of the bottom strand of an attC site. The hairpin-like secondary structure of the
fold is required for the gene transfer. The recombination position is indicated by the
horizontal line in R’.
Since integron-mediated genes may confer adaptive advantages to their hosts,
identifying such genes can ultimately improve our understanding of bacterial
evolution. The ﬁrst two papers in this thesis address integrons and their
gene cassettes. Speciﬁcally, Paper I presents a generalised hidden Markov
model (gHMM) to describe attC sites, and Paper II constructs and uses a
computational pipeline based on the model presented in Paper I and other
tools to screen sequence data to search for gene cassettes.
1.3 Metagenomics
A metagenome is the collection of the DNA from all microorganisms in a
community. Metagenomics is the study of this collective genome. In shotgun
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metagenomics, this is performed by directly sequencing the DNA present in
a sample. This approach enables studying a collective genome without the
need for cultivating individual isolates or any prior knowledge or assumption
regarding the sample content. Shotgun metagenomics is thus an important
tool in microbiology for understanding the functional and genetic composition
within a certain community or in comparison to other communities. In contrast
to other genomics studies, in which one bacterium species is isolated, culti-
vated in the lab, and sequenced, metagenomics is performed on a sample from
a microorganism community from the environment or the gut of a human or
other animal. Consequently, a mixture of DNA sequences from the organisms
found in that community is obtained. When studying microorganisms in a com-
munity, it is generally of interest to understand its biodiversity either through
a species analysis, where the goal is to determine what species are present in
the community, or through a gene analysis, where the goal is to determine
which functions are performed by the genes found in the community (Wooley
et al., 2010). In such studies, metagenomics is crucial since the sequencing of
individual species requires cultivation in the lab, which, as stated previously,
can only be performed using standard procedures for approximately 1-2% of
bacterial species (Amann et al., 1995; Hugenholtz et al., 1998; Rinke et al., 2013).
Metagenomics, however, enables the study of a community without the need
for cultivation in the lab, which provides an unbiased and holistic overview
at the genomic level of how bacteria behave in natura, who they live with and
what they do.
After one or more microbial communities have had their DNA sequenced,
computational and statistical analyses are conducted to characterise these
communities. This characterisation can be descriptive if each community is
described independently or comparative if the aim is to understand differences
between groups of communities. In descriptive metagenomics, characteris-
ing the content and biodiversity of the community is often of interest. For
example, bacterioplankton from brackish environments had their genomes
ﬁrst observed through the reconstruction of metagenomic data (Hugerth et al.,
2015). Additionally, the metagenomes in the human gut (Yatsunenko et al.,
2012) and oceanic waters (Sunagawa et al., 2015) were described for different
locations across the globe. Alternatively, a more speciﬁc characteristic may
be of interest. For example, genes that confer resistance against antibiotics
were described in polluted lakes, highlighting the potential existence of re-
sistance genes in the environment that might have not yet been observed in
clinics (Bengtsson-Palme et al., 2014; Boulund et al., 2012). Conversely, in com-
parative metagenomics, two or more environments have their DNA contents
compared to highlight potential differences. For example, we can consider
the comparison between a polluted environment and a pristine environment,
where we aim to understand which genes confer an adaptive advantage un-
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der different environmental conditions (Kristiansson et al., 2011; Mason et al.,
2014), or we can consider the comparison between the bacteria found in the
human guts of healthy and sick individuals, where we may want to deter-
mine whether a functional genetic class has been lost and can potentially be
replaced to help the treatment (Qin et al., 2012). In this thesis, Papers I and II
address descriptive metagenomics, whereas Papers III and IV address com-
parative metagenomics.
1.4 Challenges in the interpretation of metagenomic
sequencing data
In shotgun metagenomics, a sample of DNA from a microorganism community
is sequenced without any prior knowledge of the sample content. Although
this approach provides the ﬂexibility to describe the community without bias,
the lack of knowledge poses several challenges for data interpretation. In
general terms, DNA is sequenced in short reads, assembled into longer contigs
and then mapped to some reference such that species or functions found in
the community can be described or quantiﬁed. Modern high-throughput DNA
sequencing technologies, also known as next-generation sequencing (NGS),
are able to produce large volumes of data in a short time and at a low cost
(Heather and Chain, 2016). To achieve this, however, the resulting sequenced
DNA is delivered in randomly generated, short reads of up to 300 nucleotides,
which is shorter than the length of most genes. These short reads then need to
be assembled, i.e. to be combined into longer stretches of DNA called contigs.
In many genomic studies, it is typically known a priori which species was
sequenced; thus, the assembly is typically guided by a reference genome of
the same species, if available, or by a close relative. If no reference is available,
as is the case in metagenomics, an assembly without a reference genome can
be performed, the so-called de novo assembly. In these cases, the assembly is
generally guaranteed by sequencing the DNA with high coverage, i.e. with a
high average number of times each position in the genome is sequenced, or,
as the name suggests, covered by a sequence read. Then, because the reads
are randomly generated, some of them are likely to overlap, which makes
the assembly possible. Note that repetitive regions are commonly found in
genomes, which means that one read may overlap with two or more reads that
belong to distant parts of the genome but that have the same repetitive region.
Thus, these repeats make the assembly a non-trivial problem for both guided
and de novo assembly. For de novo assembly in particular, because of the lack of
a reference, the large amount of short reads also increases the likelihood of spu-
rious overlaps, and all reads have to be directly or indirectly compared to each
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other, thus making the process more complex (Paszkiewicz and Studholme,
2010). In metagenomics, the situation is further complicated by the lack of
knowledge of sample composition; neither which species are present in a sam-
ple nor their relative abundances are known. This lack of a priori knowledge
makes the assembly of the short random reads back into a long DNA stretch
quite difﬁcult. Generally, the data is assembled into contigs that are often
short, occasionally only a few thousand nucleotides long. Consequently, the
subsequent data analyses often required by descriptive metagenomics, such as
annotation, gene count and functional prediction, become more challenging
than in traditional genomics studies and normally require specialised tools that
can robustly handle fragmented data (Escobar-Zepeda et al., 2015).
Another challenge in metagenomic analysis is correctly estimating the relative
abundances of genes. When we want to quantify the relative abundances
of elements, such as genes or gene families, for which reference databases
are available, the sequenced reads can be directly mapped into the database
without the need to assemble the data. Then, the number of matches to each
entry in the database can be quantiﬁed by simply counting the number of
matched reads. This is often the case in comparative metagenomics, where the
differences in these abundances are detected between two or more communities.
The next step is to apply a statistical test to detect which genes have a signiﬁcant
difference in abundance between the investigated experimental conditions. The
difﬁculties in such an analysis are associated with the nature of the data, namely,
i) the data is high-dimensional, and there are typically several thousands of
genes in the communities (Galperin et al., 2015); ii) the data is discrete, which
prevents the application of standard statistical tests that assume normality;
and iii) the data has a high variability, which can, if not taken into account,
result in low statistical power. A large part of the variability is, however,
systematic, i.e. exhibits patterns that can, at least partially, be detected and
removed. In this thesis, we deﬁne systematic variability as a source of noise
that affects all the genes in the sample in a similar, systematic manner. A large
source of systematic variability associated with NGS is due to the library size,
i.e. the number of total sequenced reads varies for each sample. Thus, for
the study of relative gene abundances, such variability must be taken into
account. One approach to correct systematic variability is to normalise the
data. Normalisation of the data aims to make the gene abundances in all
samples comparable by adjusting the scale at which the counts are compared.
Normalisation is an essential step for ensuring that any subsequent analysis,
such as the detection of differently abundant genes, is reliable.
In short, metagenomic data, both as DNA sequence and gene abundance, comes
in large volumes to be processed and with high variability to be modelled. The
sequence data is highly fragmented, whereas the gene abundance data is
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discrete and under-sampled due to their high dimensionality. Taken together,
these characteristics of the data requires a careful choice of statistical models to
provide correct biological interpretations and conclusions.
2 Aims
The overall aim of this thesis is to provide a means to further improve the
interpretation of metagenomic data. A better interpretation can be achieved by
extracting more information from the data or by improving the quality of the
actual data. In both cases, modelling can be applied to describe the phenomena
of interest. In this thesis, Papers I and II are dedicated to the development and
application of a model to extract more information from metagenomic sequence
data, whereas Papers III and IV discuss and evaluate model-based methods to
reduce variability in metagenomic gene abundance data. Speciﬁcally, the aims
of this thesis are as follows:
• To develop a model to identify integron-associated attC sites in DNA
sequence data (Paper I).
• To implement a method for detecting attC sites and their associated
integron-mediated genes in metagenomic DNA sequence data (Paper II).
• To characterise the biological functions of integron-mediated genes
(Paper II).
• To provide a conceptual overview of computational and statistical con-
siderations in comparative metagenomic studies (Papers III and IV).
• To develop a framework for the evaluation of normalisation methods
that preserves the variability structure of metagenomic data (Paper IV).
• To compare the statistical performance of commonly used normalisation
methods in metagenomic gene abundance data (Papers III and IV).
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3 Statistical modelling and
analyses
Statistical models and analyses investigate the variability of a natural phe-
nomenon and its data, in order to make predictions that ultimately expand our
knowledge about the phenomenon under investigation. This thesis addresses
the application of such models and analyses to metagenomes, with the aim of
obtaining a better understanding of bacterial communities. Figure 3.1 presents
an overview of how the different techniques discussed in this thesis support
the study of bacteria using metagenomics.
3.1 Modelling of sequence data
In descriptive metagenomics, it is often of interest to describe the DNA being
studied in terms of the genes or other genomic elements that they contain.
Such a description requires metagenomic data to be at least partially assembled
since these elements can be considerably longer than the short reads generated
by modern sequencing technology. After the data is assembled or partially
assembled, the goal is to annotate the data. For instance, a major task is to
describe where the genes are located in the sequence through a process known
as gene ﬁnding (Axelson-Fisk, 2015). Additionally, other functional genomic
elements, such as promoters, CpG islands, and recombination and binding
sites, may be of interest. Genes or other genetic elements have speciﬁc motifs
that characterise them, but they commonly have different variants. These
variations occur in terms of nucleotide composition and quantity. For instance,
one genome has thousands of genes that share similar patterns organised into
smaller motifs, which determine where they start and stop and how the nu-
cleotides are organised inside the gene, but each gene has a different function
and is unique in which order and how many nucleotides that it carries. In
addition, genes with the same function found in different species present small
variations from each other. Other elements are also seldom perfectly conserved
11
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the statistical models and analyses studied in this thesis in
connection with their application to metagenomic data. Metagenomic DNA sequence
data is characterised by short reads. To describe the genomic elements associated
with horizontal gene transfer in bacterial communities (green), the data needs to be
assembled such that model(s) for pattern recognition can be applied. Conversely, the
comparison of communities to determine which genes are community-speciﬁc (blue)
requires the reads to be mapped into a reference database such that gene abundances
can be quantiﬁed. Model-based methods can then be applied to remove systematic
variability and detect differentially abundant genes. In both cases, measures of statistical
performance can be used to validate the models, taking their ability to control false
positives and to detect true positives into account.
across species. Probabilistic models, rather than straightforward pattern match-
ing, are therefore often the preferred approach for identifying these patterns in
DNA sequences. This is even more important for metagenomic data, where
the species being analysed is not known a priori, which increases the variability
to be addressed.
3.1.1 Generalised hidden Markov models
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a probabilistic model that describes an ob-
served phenomenon as a sequential series of events and assigns labels to these
events. The sequence of labels is the hidden part of the model. In the case of
searching for genomic elements in DNA sequences, the observed phenomenon
is the sequence itself, i.e. a sequence of the nucleotides {A,C,G, T}s, and the
labels to be assigned indicate whether a nucleotide is a part of the element
of interest. Formally, a HMM is composed of two interrelated probabilistic
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processes: one hidden process, which is Markovian, and one observed process,
which is not necessarily Markovian, generated by the hidden process. Then,
let the hidden process Y = {Y1, . . . , YT } be a stochastic process that jumps
between a set of states S = {s1, . . . , sN} such that for each step t, Yt = j, where
j ∈ S. For DNA sequences, each state represents one characteristic motif of
the functional genomic element of interest. The process Y is then said to be
Markovian if it obeys the Markov property, i.e. if given the present state, the
past and future are independent, such that
P (Yt|Yt−1, Yt−2, . . . , Y1) = P (Yt|Yt−1).
Note that the stochastic process that follows the above is said to be a ﬁrst-order
Markov process since the state in t depends only on one previous state. This
dependency can be extended to depend on k previous states; thus, we can have
a k-th order Markov process.
The Markov process progresses by jumping between states at each step t (note
that a jump can also mean remaining at the current state). The jumps are
deﬁned by transition probabilities that the hidden process goes from state
i to j, i.e. aij = P (Yt = j|Yt−1 = i), i, j ∈ S. The observed process
X = {X1, . . . , XT } is generated by the hidden process such that at step t
with Yt = j, an Xt is deﬁned by the emission probability bj(Xt|Xt−11 ) =
P (Xt|Xt−11 , Yt = j). Thus, the emission probability deﬁnes that state j emits
the observation Xt given, if no restriction is imposed, all the previous emis-
sions. Note that imposed restrictions can be adjusted to reﬂect the nucleotide
composition and their dependencies in the genomic element of interest. For
instance, we can restrict Xt to be dependent up to k previous emissions such
that the emissions become a Markov process of order k. Then, the HMM de-
ﬁnes the joint probability P (X,Y ) of a hidden sequence Y and an observed
sequence X , given by
P (X,Y ) =
T∏
t=1
aYt−1YtbYt(Xt|Xt−1t−k),
where aY0,Y1 is deﬁned as the initial probability πj = P (Y1 = i), i.e. the
probability that the sequence starts at state i.
A HMM generates elements, i.e. segments of X where all Xt belong to the
same state (or label), whose durations (or lengths) are deﬁned by the num-
ber of steps where the process remains in the same state. These lengths are
governed by the transition probabilities and can be shown to follow a geo-
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metric distribution. However, a geometric distribution does not always re-
alistically describe the observed length of genomic elements. Generalised
hidden Markov models (gHMM) provide an alternative that relaxes the as-
sumption of the HMM and allows the lengths to follow any distribution of
state durations. In this way, each hidden state Yt = j has a duration (or
length) dt sampled from a distribution fj(dt), and it emits an observed sub-
sequence Xuu−dt+1 = {Xu−dt+1, ..., Xu} according to the emission probability
bj(X
u
u−dt+1|Xu−dt1 ) = P (Xu−dt+1, ..., Xu|X1, X2, ..., Xu−dt , Yt = j). Since each
state can now emit more than one observation, the indices of the hidden and
the observed processes differ. To keep track of the differing indices, partial
sums pt =
∑t
k=1 dk, where p0 = 0, are introduced such that the total length
of X is U =
∑T
t=1 dt. The joint probability of X , Y and the sequence of state
durations d = d1, ..., dT is then given by (Russell and Moore, 1985; Levinson,
1986)
p(X,Y, d) =
T∏
t=1
aYt−1,YtfYt(dt)bYt(X
pt
pt−1+1|X
pt−1
1 ), (3.1)
which can be used for inference and parameter estimation.
Parameter estimation After the gHMM has been formulated, i.e. states have
been established, a family of distributions for the state durations has been
chosen and the dependencies in the emission probabilities determined, the
unknown parameters need to be estimated. Parameters characterise the model
such that it can be used for inference on new data. In the case of DNA sequence
data, this means that the model can be used to ﬁnd the genomic element of
interest in a given DNA sequence. Parameter estimation requires training data;
thus, the parameters are determined to maximise their likelihood given the data
under the model. A gHMM determines the joint probability of the observed
sequence X and the hidden sequence Y . Thus, for such a model, training
data consists of a set of pairs of sequences (X,Y ). For DNA sequence data,
complete training data corresponds to a set of DNA sequences (X) for which the
positions of genomic elements are known (Y ). Such data can, for instance, be
collected from literature searches or well-annotated sequences present in public
databases. When complete training data (X,Y ) is available, parameters can be
computed using maximum likelihood estimation. In this case, the likelihood of
the data is given by the model (Equation 3.1), and the parameter estimations
are found to maximise the likelihood of the parameters with respect to the
complete training data. In a gHMM, the set of parameters θ = {ai,j , bj(·), fj(d)}
has their maximum likelihood estimates given by the following:
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aij =
cij
ci
bj(x) =
ci(x)
ci
fj(d) =
ci(d)
ci
where ci is the counts for Yt = i in the training data, cij is the counts of
transitions from state i to state j, ci(x) is the counts for state i emitting an
observation x, and ci(d) is the counts for state i having a duration d. Note that
counts ci(d) can alternatively be used to ﬁt a predeﬁned family of distributions.
When the hidden sequence Y is not available, the model can be used to deter-
mine X and then estimate the parameters in an iterative manner. In such cases,
the parameters can be estimated using the Baum-Welch algorithm, a variant of
the EM algorithm, which alternates between an expectation (E) step and a max-
imisation (M) step to ﬁnd the optimum parameters. The basic idea is to start
with initial guesses of the parameter θ, use them with the model to determine
Y and then use (X,Y ) to compute the expectation of the likelihood given by
the model (Equation 3.1) as a function of θ in the E-step. Then, the estimation
of θ is updated such that the expectation of the likelihood is maximised in the
M-step. This procedure is repeated until convergence. For further details of
the Baum-Welch algorithm, see Axelson-Fisk (2015).
Parsing sequences The major application of a gHMM is to infer the sequence
of hidden states, or labels, given an observed sequence. In the case of DNA
sequence data, this task corresponds to labelling stretches of DNA with the
genomic elements that they belong to, i.e. each nucleotide in the DNA sequence
is labelled as a characteristic motif of a gene, promoter, recombination site, or
any other type of genomic element that it belongs to. In computational terms,
the observed sequence is the input, which is parsed to determine the hidden
sequence. For a gHMM, the hidden sequence Y is determined as the sequence
of states that maximises the likelihood of the observed sequenceX , i.e. we want
to determine a sequence of states that maximises the probability P (Y, d|X).
Note that this probability maximises at the same point as P (X,Y, d), given by
Equation 3.1. The task is then to ﬁnd an efﬁcient computational approach to
maximise P (X,Y, d), which can be achieved by dynamic programming. In this
process, the computations are broken down into recursive relations such that
for each nucleotide, a computation is performed using the computation for
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previous nucleotides, which are stored for this recursive use.
Speciﬁcally, the Viterbi algorithm is the dynamic programming technique
for inferring the most probable hidden sequence. For each position u in the
observed sequence X , the Viterbi variable δj(u) for each state j is deﬁned as
the maximum joint probability of the observed sequence Xu1 up to position u,
the hidden sequence Y t1 up to position t ending at state j and the partial sum of
durations d of the states in Y , which sums to u, i.e. pt = u. Using the model in
Equation 3.1, we can ﬁnd recursive relations to δj(u) (see Axelson-Fisk (2015)
for details), such that
δj(u) = max
t,Y t−1t ,d
t
1
P (Xu1 , Y
t−1
1 , Yt = j, pt = u)
= max
i,d
δj(u− d)aijfj(d)bj(Xuu−d+1|Xu−d1 )
The states i and durations d that maximise δj(u) for each position u are stored,
and the optimal hidden sequence is found by tracing back these states and
durations.
A gHMM for the identiﬁcation of attC sites is presented in Paper I. In the
model, the DNA sequence is the observed process with {A,C,G, T} as emis-
sions. Each motif of an attC site is one possible state of generalised duration,
and a non-generalised state describes the non-attC site stretches of DNA. In
Paper II, the model is applied for identifying attC sites as markers of integron-
mediated genes. For further details on HMM, gHMM, and their applications
to bioinformatics, see Rabiner (1989); Durbin et al. (1998); Axelson-Fisk (2015).
3.2 Modelling of gene abundance data
In comparative metagenomics, detecting differences between communities
from different environments or clinical conditions is often of interest. Such
differences may be deﬁned in terms of relative gene abundances, i.e. the relative
number of times that a certain gene appears in a sample. This analysis requires
the sequenced DNA reads to be mapped to reference genes. These genes are
often organised as a reference database, which typically contains annotated
genomes, de novo assembled contigs, or a catalogue of genes or proﬁles that
represent gene families. The resulting data is the counts of reads that match
each entry in the database. After the reads have been mapped or quantiﬁed,
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systematic variability has to be removed or at least minimised, and then a
statistical test to detect differentially abundant genes can be applied.
3.2.1 Normalisation
Systematic variability affects all samples in a similar manner and creates a
recognisable pattern. Normalisation aims to identify this pattern and remove,
or at least substantially reduce, this variability. In the case of gene abundances
derived from sequencing data, where DNA reads are mapped into a reference
database to quantify the gene abundances in a sample, one of the main sources
of systematic variability is the differences in library size (Marioni et al., 2008).
Library size is the number of reads generated during the DNA sequencing. This
number depends on the sequence platform, and it typically varies substantially
between samples. Thus, for the same community, if we have two samples,
where one has twice the library size of the other, the gene abundances will be
on average twice as large on the ﬁrst sample only due to this technical issue and
not to any relevant biological variation. Other sources of systematic variability
include variations in DNA quality, sample handling, quality of the sequencing
run and bioinformatical errors produced in the gene quantiﬁcation step. In
addition, the number of reads mapped to a gene will depend on the length
of a gene (Oshlack and Wakeﬁeld, 2009) and on the average genome size of
the community studied (Nayfach and Pollard, 2015). When combined, these
factors will result in an unwanted between-sample variation that can reduce
the statistical power. Thus, when studying gene abundance, each sample needs
to be normalised to make the samples comparable.
Several methods have been proposed for normalising gene abundance data.
To remove systematic variability, most methods operate by computing a set
of normalisation factors, one per sample, which re-scales the samples such
that the counts become comparable. The most straightforward normalisation
method, which is known as total counts, uses the sum of all counts, i.e. the
sum of the abundance of all genes in a sample, as its normalisation factor
(Marioni et al., 2008; Mitra et al., 2009; White et al., 2009). Since the total
abundance in a sample is dominated by highly abundant genes, the upper
quartile method was proposed as a robust alternative. The upper quartile
method sets the normalisation factor for each sample as its 75% quantile of the
gene abundance distribution (Bullard et al., 2010). Even if the upper quartile
method avoids the variability carried by highly abundant genes, it calculates
the normalisation factor based on absolute gene abundance values. Conversely,
the trimmed mean of M-values (TMM) uses differences between samples to
derive the normalisation factor. For this purpose, the method calculates the
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ratio between the counts in each sample and a reference, which is typically
set to one of the studied samples. Extreme values of these ratios are trimmed,
as well deviating absolute values. The normalisation factor is then robustly
calculated from the ratios of gene abundances in the sample (Robinson and
Oshlack, 2010). In addition, normalisation methods that do not re-scale the data
has been proposed. Among them, the rarefying method is a commonly used
approach (McMurdie and Holmes, 2013). In this method, a reference sequence
depth is set, which is often the minimum sequence depth among all samples to
be normalised, and then counts are randomly discarded without replacement
until all samples have the reference sequence depth. Other commonly used
normalisation methods are median, DESeq2, cumulative sum scaling, and
quantile-quantile. Please refer to Paper III for details and references on these
methods.
A large number of normalisation methods have been proposed. However, it
is unclear which methods are the most suitable for the normalisation of gene
abundance data produced by shotgun metagenomics. The choice becomes
particularly difﬁcult given that some methods have been developed for other
types of data, in which they exhibit a satisfactory performance. Thus, there is
a need for a comprehensive evaluation of normalisation methods for metage-
nomic gene abundance data. In Paper IV, we performed such an evaluation
and showed that the ﬁnal result may substantially differ depending on which
normalisation method is applied to the data.
3.2.2 Detection of differentially abundant genes
The comparison between different experimental conditions, representing differ-
ent bacterial communities, involves detecting which genes are more abundant
in one condition than in the other(s). For this purpose, a statistical test is used
to assess the difference in the abundance of each gene to determine whether
it is caused by random ﬂuctuations (’noise’) or whether it is a true biological
effect (’signal’) (Jonsson et al., 2016). However, metagenomic gene abundance
data is affected by large variability. As previously discussed, the systematic
part of this variability can be partially removed by normalisation, whereas
the remaining variability typically does not present any detectable patterns
and needs to be statistically modelled. Furthermore, since gene abundances
are estimated from counting reads, the model needs to take into account that
the data is discrete and follow a non-normal distribution. Moreover, the data
generally contains a few thousand genes and at most a hundred samples, which
further complicates the analysis.
Several statistical methods have been proposed for the analysis of gene abun-
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dance data. These methods can be grouped into three categories depending
on the approach that they use. The ﬁrst category uses variance stabilising
transformations to convert the counts into approximately normally distributed
data (Paulson et al., 2013; Sohn et al., 2015; Law et al., 2014). The main advan-
tage of these methods is that they work under the assumption of a normal
distribution and are therefore ﬂexible and available in a wide range of com-
puter software. However, the transformation can rarely be performed perfectly;
thus, the assumption of normality will often be violated, which may decrease
their performance. The second category of methods consists of count-based
models that describe the gene abundance data using discrete distributions,
such as Poisson, over-dispersed Poisson or negative binomial distributions
(Love et al., 2014; Kristiansson et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2010). These models
typically provide a more realistic representation of the data but are gener-
ally only available through specialised software packages. The last category
consists of non-parametric methods that avoid any parametric distributional
assumptions when describing the data (White et al., 2009; Segata et al., 2011;
Parks et al., 2014). Rather, these methods estimate the distribution under the
null hypothesis (e.g. no difference in gene abundance between two conditions)
using, for instance, data permutations or asymptotics. The drawbacks of these
methods are that they require larger sample sizes to achieve good performance
and that they may be sensitive to ties in the data, which can be common when
working with counts. In short, several models have been proposed in each of
these categories, where each has its own advantages and disadvantages.
In Paper III, we present a detailed list of nine statistical models in these three
categories along with a discussion of their performances. Brieﬂy, we observed
that methods that use normality assumptions have the lowest performance,
count-based models generally presented the best performances, and non-
parametric models suffered from small sample sizes. In Paper IV, for com-
paring the normalisation methods, we used a count model based on an over-
dispersed Poisson distribution, which has previously been shown to have a
high and stable performance (Jonsson et al., 2016).
3.3 Measures of statistical performance
When evaluating a statistical model, we need measures to quantify its perfor-
mance. This includes measurements of both the ability to correctly detect the
signal of interest (sensitivity) and the ability to avoid the incorrect classiﬁcation
of noise as signal (speciﬁcity). In other words, a good model should have both
a high sensitivity and a high speciﬁcity. In the case of a model for sequence
data, high sensitivity corresponds to correctly detecting the genomic structures
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of interest, such as the attC sites in Papers I and II, and a high speciﬁcity
represents avoiding labelling other DNA stretches as such. For a model of
gene abundance data, a high sensitivity corresponds to correctly detecting
the differentially abundant genes, whereas a high speciﬁcity ensures that non-
differentially abundant genes are not incorrectly identiﬁed as differentially
abundant genes.
Estimating the performance of a statistical model ideally requires a test dataset
that contains both positive (signal) and negative (noise) examples. Then, if a
positive example is detected by the model, it is labelled a true positive (TP);
otherwise, it is a false negative (FN). Similarly, if a negative example is detected
by the model, it is labelled a false positive (FP); otherwise, it is a true negative
(TN) (Burset and Guigó, 1996). Sensitivity is then estimated as
Sensitivity =
TP
TP + FN
,
while speciﬁcity is estimated as
Specificity =
TN
FP + TN
.
Note that in the above, TP , FN , FP and TN are the total counts of the corre-
sponding labels predicted in the test dataset by the model.
A set of negative examples can, in some cases, be difﬁcult to assemble since an
exact deﬁnition of a counter-example to the signal may not be straightforward
to determine. For example, in Papers I and II, negative examples were created
by reshufﬂing a bacterial genome, which created a dataset that did not contain
any signal of interest. Speciﬁcity was then measured as the number of false
positives predicted per megabase, i.e. 106 nucleotides, of analysed sequence
data. Another example where negative examples are not easily deﬁned is
presented in Paper IV. Here, the problem was further complicated since neither
positive nor negative examples were known in the data. We addressed the
problem by repeatedly re-sampling the data and by introducing signals using
a binomial model.
Then, in Paper IV, sensitivity and speciﬁcity were adjusted to address the high
dimensionality of the data. The genes and their associated p-values were sorted
such that the genes with the most signiﬁcant difference in abundance were
found at the top of the resulting list. Note that the list contains both the positive
and the negative examples. All p-values smaller than a pre-deﬁned signiﬁcance
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level were then set as differentially abundant genes and were labelled as TP or
FP according to the nature of positive or negative example, respectively. The
number of TPs divided by the total number of positive examples subsequently
deﬁned the true positive rate (TPR), which describes the overall sensitivity for
the entire dataset. Similarly, the number of FPs divided by the total number of
negative examples deﬁned the false positive rate (FPR), which describes the
overall speciﬁcity.
For a single statistical test, the signiﬁcance level α controls the probability of
incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e. generate a false positive). In the
case of metagenomic gene abundance data, statistical tests are independently
performed for each of the many thousands of genes present in the data. Thus,
each test has a probability of producing a false positive. To interpret the
data, the total number of false positives needs to be estimated. Multiple-
testing correction procedures have therefore been developed and can be used
to control the false positive rates when several statistical tests are performed
simultaneously (Dudoit and van der Laan, 2008). One such method is the
Bonferroni correction, which replaces the signiﬁcance level α by αn , where n
is the number of tests. This ensures that the probability of one or more false
positives in the entire dataset is less than α. However, this procedure can be
too conservative for the analysis of metagenomic data. Indeed, in most cases
where n is very large and there is a substantial number of truly differentially
abundant genes, a small fraction of false positives is often acceptable. Rather,
the false discovery rate (FDR) can be estimated, which is deﬁned as the expected
proportion of false positives among the genes classiﬁed as signiﬁcant. Here, the
Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm can be used to control the FDR by calculating
the adjusted p-value. Then, if the genes with an adjusted p-value below a
certain signiﬁcance level (e.g. 0.05, 0.10 or 0.20) are classiﬁed as signiﬁcant, the
FDR is ensured to be below this level (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
The Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm is currently the most common approach
to control for multiple testing in high-dimensional biological data. However,
the algorithm depends on several assumptions, including independence of the
hypothesis tests and speciﬁc distributions of p-values under the null hypothe-
sis. If these assumptions are violated, the FDR estimates may be biased. It is
thus important to evaluate how good the estimated FDRs are under different
situations, including different datasets, normalisation methods and statistical
models. In Paper IV, we evaluated the impact of normalisation on the ability
to control the FDR when using the Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm. This evalu-
ation was performed by comparing the FDR estimated by the algorithm with
the true FDR deﬁned as
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trueFDR(k) =
FP (k)
k
where FP (k) is the number of false positives found up to position k in the
ordered list of p-values.
A biased FDR can have signiﬁcant effects on the interpretation of the analysis.
In particular, the estimated FDR is used to determine how many of the genes
are differentially abundant. Thus, an unbiased FDR is necessary to ensure that
the number of false positives is controlled. However, note that a biased FDR
can be either conservative, resulting in too few signiﬁcant genes, or too relaxed,
resulting in too many false positives.
Finally, note that the evaluation of the statistical performance of a model needs
to take more than one aspect into account. Speciﬁcally, measures should reﬂect
both the capability of the model to detect the signal of interest and its ability
to avoid generating false positives. This typically means that at least one
measure reﬂecting each aspect should be used. The selection of measures may
depend on the problem. In particular, the measure that reﬂects the ability of the
model to control false positives may require special attention because negative
examples are often not available. The choice of measure is thus an important
aspect in the statistical analysis of a model and should be performed carefully.
4 Summary of results
In this chapter, the background, aims and main results of this thesis are sum-
marised and organised according to the included papers. The ﬁgures presented
in this chapter are taken from the corresponding papers.
4.1 Paper I
AttC sites are recombination sites that are required for the incision and excision
of integron-mediated genes during horizontal gene transfers. Once in the
DNA, these sites are part of the gene cassette, generally accompanying the
gene that they transferred in a one-to-one correspondence. This makes attC
sites good markers for genes that are mobilised in this way. AttC sites are
imperfect palindromic repeats, with a length of 55 to 141 nucleotides, that
acquire a secondary structure necessary for the gene transfer. The structure
is supported by the presence of two pairs of moderately conserved motifs,
R”/R’and L”/L’, of 7 or 8 nucleotides in length that form two helices when
the site is folded. Except for these motifs, the other parts of an attC site have
low conservation across different gene cassettes. Moreover, the other parts
of the site have a variable length. The low conservation combined with the
wide range of possible lengths creates a large variability between attC sites.
Probabilistic models are therefore required to accurately describe the patterns
of attC sites.
Paper I, HattCI: Fast and accurate attC site identiﬁcation using hiddenMarkov models,
presented HattCI, a hidden Markov model (HMM) for attC site identiﬁca-
tion. The model is an eight-state generalised hidden Markov model (gHMM);
thus, the length of each state can be explicitly modelled using any distribution
rather than the geometric distribution of lengths imposed by standard HMMs.
In the model, one state represents the non-attC site regions of DNA, and seven
states describe the different parts of an attC site (Figure 4.1). Of those seven
states, four states have a ﬁxed length and correspond to conserved motifs of
the attC site, whereas the other three states have their lengths modelled by an
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empirical distribution. These variable-length states correspond to two short
spacers and one longer central loop that separates the conserved motifs.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the gHMM implemented in HattCI. (a) The different parts of
the attC sites are shown. (b) The HattCI model is shown with its 8 states and arrows
indicating the possible state transitions. The parts of the attC sites are represented by 7
different states, and the remaining non-attC state represents sequences in between the
attC sites. Circular states correspond to ﬁxed-length parts, whereas rectangular states
depict variable-length parts.
The model sensitivity was evaluated using a dataset with 231 manually an-
notated attC sites. Speciﬁcity was measured as a false positive rate, i.e. the
number of hits found in the reshufﬂed Escherichia coli genome. The model
parameters were then optimised by testing different options using two-fold
cross-validation. In terms of pseudo-counts added to the counts of the partially
conserved motifs, we observed that a higher number of pseudo-counts (up
to 10) only increased the model performance when added to less-conserved
motifs. In particular, L”/L’are less conserved than R”/R’. Thus, more pseudo-
counts in L”/L’ increased the performance, whereas more pseudo-counts in
R”/R’ decreased the performance. In addition, different distributions were
tested to model the length of the central loop, the longest and most variable part
of an attC site. Also, Markov models of different orders were tested to model
the loop emissions. The best performance was achieved for a second-order
Markov model and a smoothed empirical central loop length distribution. The
ﬁnal model performance was a 91.9% sensitivity and a false positive rate of
26.4 hits per megabase (Figure 4.2).
The model was applied to a test-case dataset containing a set of 35 metagenomic
samples covering microbial communities found in different environments.
Different amounts of attC sites were found in different environments. In
particular, samples from polluted environments had up to 2.3 attC sites per
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Figure 4.2: Cross-validation of the performance of the ﬁnal model. (a) Receiver op-
erating characteristic (ROC) curve for the ﬁnal model based on 100 two-fold cross-
validation iterations. Sensitivity in the reference dataset (y-axis) is plotted against the
false positive rate estimated based on the reshufﬂed Escherichia coli K-12 genome (x-axis)
for a varying signiﬁcance cut-off k. (b) A histogram of the Viterbi scores for the true
positives (TP) and false positives (FP). The Viterbi scores for the true positives (white)
are substantially higher and relatively well separated from the false positives (grey).
The vertical line indicates the signiﬁcance cut-off of k = 7.5.
megabase, whereas some pristine environments had none (Figure 4.3). This
result is consistent with the theory that polluted environments contain higher
levels of integrons. The results demonstrated that our model can efﬁciently
identify attC sites and provide a useful tool for the identiﬁcation of integron-
mediated genes.
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Figure 4.3: The number of attC sites found per megabase in metagenomic data. The
number of attC sites found per megabase (y-axis) is shown for 35 metagenomic samples
of the CAMERA project (x-axis).
4.2 Paper II
Integrons are known to carry genes with a wide range of functions that help
bacteria adapt under periods of selective pressure. Studying integron-mediat-
ed genes can therefore provide a further understanding of bacterial evolution.
However, more than 98% of bacterial species are not able to be cultivated in
the lab using standard procedures. Therefore, an unbiased survey of integron-
mediated genes requires the use of metagenomic DNA sequence data, where
the need for cultivating bacteria is avoided and the collective genome of entire
bacterial communities is observed instead. Integrons and their associated gene
cassettes, i.e. the integron-mediated genes and their attC sites, have previously
been studied in the clinical context, systematically in the genome of isolates
or using targeted sequencing of metagenomes from speciﬁc environments.
However, these studies have been limited to certain species of bacteria or to
certain types of integrons.
Paper II, A comprehensive survey of integron-mediated genes present in metagenomes,
presented a catalogue of integron-mediated genes found in metagenomes
from diverse environments, including marine waters and the human gut. The
analysis was performed by applying a computational pipeline to more than
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10 terabases of data assembled in approximately 370 million contigs. The
pipeline (Figure 4.4) ﬁrst identiﬁed attC sites based on its conserved motifs
using HattCI (Pereira et al., 2016). Then, their secondary structure was vali-
dated using a covariance model (CM), which was created from a set of 109
manually curated attC sites using Infernal (Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013). Next,
false positives were removed by discarding attC sites that were isolated and
that did not have a neighbouring attC site within 4,000 nucleotides. Finally,
ORFs were predicted upstream of the attC sites using Prodigal (Hyatt et al.,
2012).
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart for the identiﬁcation of integron-mediated genes in metage-
nomic data. The computational pipeline starts by detecting attC sites and then identiﬁes
the associated downstream ORF. First, data is input as a fasta ﬁle containing assembled
metagenomic DNA sequences. Next, HattCI, which implements a gHMM, is used
to detect the attC sites present in the input sequences. Subsequently, the secondary
structure of the detected attC sites is evaluated by the covariance model implemented
in Infernal, which runs the search in its most sensitive mode. Identiﬁed attC sites on the
same strand are considered to be part of the same integron when they are at max 4,000
nucleotides (nt) apart. Note that integrons with only one attC site are removed from the
analysis. Finally, the ORFs are predicted upstream of the attC sites.
Consequently, we found 16,148 gene cassettes, consisting of 11,585 unique
attC sites and 13,397 unique ORFs. A catalogue of integron-mediated genes
was created using the predicted unique ORFs. The length of the genes in the
catalogue was short, with a median of 402 nucleotides and standard deviation
of 308 nucleotides (in comparison, the median length of chromosomal bacterial
genes was 831 with a standard deviation of 735 nucleotides). The G/C-content
of the genes in the catalogue varied substantially and was between 0.20 and
0.74 with a median of 0.50 and standard deviation of 0.09, which is a wider
range than what was typically encountered within a single bacterial genome,
where the G/C-content standard deviation was between 0.04 and 0.05.
The genes in the catalogue were functionally annotated using three general
databases, Cluster of Orthologous Genes (2003-2014 COG) (Galperin et al.,
2015), TIGRFAM 15.0 (Haft et al., 2003) and PFAM 29.0 (Finn et al., 2015),
and two specialised databases, one containing antibiotic resistance genes (Res-
Finder) (Zankari et al., 2012) and one containing biocide and metal resistance
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genes (BacMet) (Pal et al., 2014). In total, 5,183 (39%) of the genes had a signiﬁ-
cant match against at least one of the ﬁve databases (Figure 4.5a). In particular,
2,111 (16%) genes were matched to COG proﬁles with a known biological
function (Figure 4.5b). The most common COG functional classes were de-
fence mechanisms (23%), followed by transcription (15%) and mobility (12%).
Speciﬁcally, the catalogue contained a wide range of genes associated with
toxin-antitoxin systems, which are a system of two types of genes: one encod-
ing a toxin that can destroy the host cell and one encoding an antitoxin that
inhibits the toxin. Examples of identiﬁed genes associated with defence mech-
anisms were formaldehyde-activing genes, which allow bacteria to grow in
environments were formaldehyde is present. Moreover, many genes in the cat-
alogue contained a helix-turn-helix domain, which is a DNA binding domain
often associated with transcription regulation but also part of the antitoxin
vapI in the XRE-family, or found in prophage proteins, which are associated
with genetic mobility. The gene catalogue also contained a wide range of trans-
posases, which are enzymes that catalyses the movement of stretches of DNA.
Their presence in gene cassettes may be explained by the fact that integrons
are not mobile on themselves but their mobilisation is advantageous. Another
common family of genes was endonucleases, which are enzymes that are ca-
pable of cleaving DNA, a property that can be used as defence mechanism by
invalidating the genetic material of an incoming gene, for example, or as part
of mobile mechanisms. In addition, acetyltransferases and methylases were
commonly found among the catalogue, which are predicted to be associated
with transcription.
Moreover, 38 resistance genes were present in our data, and of these genes,
nine were novel and had not previously been reported in resistance gene
databases. Our results suggest that integrons in environmental bacterial com-
munities maintain resistance genes that have not yet taken the step into human
pathogens, which further highlights these communities as a source of antibiotic
resistance genes.
The wide range of functions found on the integron-mediated genes conﬁrms
that they are a reservoir of genes that can be harvested in times of selective
pressure. Moreover, 8,214 genes (61% of the total number in the catalogue)
did not match any of the three databases with known functional gene classes
or domains or the two databases with antibiotic and metal resistance. This
large amount of unknown genes indicates that many of the functions carried
by integrons are yet to be discovered. It thus emphasises that much about
bacteria is still not known and that additional studies are needed to unravel
their biology.
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Figure 4.5: Biological functions of integron-mediated genes found in metagenomes.
(a) 39% of the 13,397 integron-mediated genes found matched at least one entry in the
COG, TIGRFAM, PFAM, ResFinder or BacMet databases. (b) Functional annotation of
the integron-mediated genes using COG functional categories. Of the 13,397 integron-
mediated genes in our catalogue, 2,111 genes matched a COG with a known function.
Percentages on the plot are given in relation to this number. The eight most common
functional classes are shown, and the remaining grouped under “U – Others”.
4.3 Papers III & IV
Comparative metagenomics provides a powerful method for studying and
highlighting the differences between microbial communities. These differences
are often based on the total gene content, which reﬂects the biochemical poten-
tial of the communities. For the comparison, each gene in each community has
to be quantiﬁed, i.e. counts of sequenced reads matching each gene have to be
computed. The quantiﬁcation poses computational challenges due to the large
volumes of data and due to the large size of the gene databases since every
sequenced read has to be compared to every entry in the reference database.
Once quantiﬁed, a statistical test is applied to detect signiﬁcant differences in
the gene abundances between communities. The nature of the data presents fur-
ther challenges to the statistical analysis, namely, the data is discrete and have
high variability. This variability is largely due to systematic errors that can be
addressed using normalisation methods. Several normalisation methods have
been proposed to similar biological count data; however, their performance
has not previously been studied for shotgun metagenomic data.
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Paper III, Computational and statistical considerations in the analysis of metagenomic
data, provides a conceptual overview of the challenges involved in the process-
ing and statistical comparison of metagenomic data. This paper includes both
the computational aspects related to addressing large metagenomic sequence
datasets and the statistical issues related to the high variability of the data. In
particular, in this paper, we showed that different methods for normalising
gene abundances may result in different interpretations (Figure 4.6). We also
concluded that while a systematic evaluation of normalisation methods had
previously been performed for RNA-seq and species abundances estimated
by amplicon metagenomic sequencing, no such comparison had been per-
formed for shotgun metagenomic data. The lack of systematic comparisons of
normalisation methods for gene abundance was the motivation for Paper IV,
Comparison of normalization methods for the analysis of metagenomic gene abun-
dance data. In this paper, nine commonly used normalisation methods were
compared, focusing on the performance under different characteristics of the
metagenomic data. See the legend of Figure 4.7 for a list of the methods used.
Further details of the methods can be found in Papers III and IV.
Figure 4.6: The choice of normalisation methods affects the total number of signiﬁ-
cantly differentially abundant genes identiﬁed in shotgun metagenomic data. Seven
normalisation methods (total counts (TC), median (Med), upper quartile (UQ), TMM,
DESeq2Norm, CSS and rarefying (Rare)) were applied to gene abundances from the
human gut metagenomes of 71 diabetic and 74 healthy individuals. The genes were an-
notated using the TIGRFAM database, and the differences in gene abundance between
the two conditions were assessed using an over-dispersed Poisson linear model. The
ﬁgure shows the number of differentially abundant genes found using a false discovery
rate (FDR) of less than 0.05. Note that a high number of signiﬁcant genes does not
necessarily indicate a better performance since the choice of normalisation method may
affect the numbers of both true and false positives.
For the comparison, we implemented a framework to evaluate the methods
that preserved the variability of the data. This was achieved using re-sampled
metagenomic data, where differentially abundant genes were added in a con-
trolled manner, rather than fully simulated data. The evaluation was performed
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using three comprehensive datasets from metagenomic studies of human gut
and marine samples (Qin et al., 2012; Yatsunenko et al., 2012; Sunagawa et al.,
2015). For each dataset, a subset of samples from the same condition was re-
sampled and divided into two groups. Effects were added by down-sampling
DNA reads using a binomial model such that for a chosen gene, its counts
were reduced in all samples of one of the two groups. The two groups then
represented two artiﬁcial conditions that corresponded, for instance, to two
different environments or different gut situations. The re-sampling with added
effects provided a way to create several different scenarios, in which group
size, proportion of genes with effect (i.e. the number of genes with effects), and
effect size (i.e. probability used in the binomial model representing how large
the average effect is) could be varied. Moreover, we varied the distribution
of effects between groups (i.e. the proportion of effects added to each group).
The combination of proportion and distribution of effects created balanced
or unbalanced scenarios. Namely, we created ’balanced’, where effects were
added to 10% of the genes, equally distributed between the two groups; ’lightly
unbalanced’, where one group received 75% of the effects and the other re-
ceived 25%; ’unbalanced’, where all effects were added to only one group; and
’heavily unbalanced’, where 20% of the effects were added to only one group.
Performance was measured in terms of true positive rate, false positive rate
and bias of false discovery rate.
In terms of true positive rate (TPR), i.e. the ability of the method to detect the
effects that we introduced into the data, the performance of all methods mono-
tonically decreased for more unbalanced effects (Figure 4.7). For the balanced
case, all methods in all datasets had a TPR of at least 0.60, except for rarefying
in the dataset with the lowest sequence depth. For some methods, such as
quantile-quantile, upper quartile and median, the decrease in TPR between the
balanced and heavily unbalanced cases was approximately 0.30, whereas for
the TMM and DESeq2Norm methods, the decrease was approximately 0.20.
When we analysed the false positive rate (FPR), i.e. the proportion of incorrect
differentially abundant genes detected among all genes with no effect, the
performances of several of the methods were unsatisfactory, particularly in the
heavily unbiased case (Figure 4.8). Most methods had a low number of FPRs for
the balanced and lightly unbalanced cases. The exception was rarefying, which
for Human gut II had a FPR of 0.011 already in the balanced case, whereas the
other methods had an FPR of no more than 0.0022. In the unbalanced case,
all methods showed an increased FPR. The increase was particularly large
for quantile-quantile, upper quartile and rarefying with a FPR of up to 0.050.
For the heavily unbalanced case, all methods exhibited an even higher FPR.
The levels were particularly high for RCSS, quantile-quantile, upper quartile,
median, total count and rarefying, with a FPR above 0.20 for upper-quartile in
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Figure 4.7: True positive rate at a ﬁxed false positive rate of 0.01 (y-axis) for different
distributions of effects between groups (x-axis): balanced (’B’) with 10% of effects
divided equally between the two groups, lightly unbalanced (’LU’) with effects added
75%-25% in each group, unbalanced (’U’) with all effects added to only one group, and
heavily unbalanced (’HU’) with 20% of effects added to only one group. The results
were based on re-sampled data consisting of two groups with 10 samples in each and an
average fold-change of 3. Three metagenomic datasets were used: Human gut I, Human
gut II and Marine. The following methods are included in the ﬁgure: trimmed mean of
M-values (TMM), DESeq2Norm, cumulative sum scaling (CSS), reversed cumulative
sum scaling (RCSS), quantile-quantile (Quant), upper quartile (UQ), median (Med),
total count (TC) and rarefying (Rare).
the marine dataset. This result indicates that the number of false positives in
some cases surpassed the number of differentially abundant genes. Conversely,
TMM, DESeq2Norm and CSS presented an overall stable performance, with a
FPR of no more than 0.041.
The performance in terms of bias in the false discovery rate (FDR) estimation
presented similar trends in terms of the best and worse methods as that ob-
served in terms of TPR and FPR (Figure 4.9). For all methods, the FDR provided
by the Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm was ﬁxed to 0.05, and the corresponding
true FDR was calculated for each method and dataset. For the balanced case,
all methods were conservative and showed a true FDR that was smaller than
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Figure 4.8: False positive rate at a ﬁxed true positive rate of 0.5 (y-axis) for different
distributions of effects between groups (x-axis): balanced (’B’) with 10% of effects
divided equally between the two groups, lightly unbalanced (’LU’) with effects added
75%-25% in each group, unbalanced (’U’) with all effects added to only one group, and
heavily unbalanced (’HU’) with 20% of effects added to only one group. The results
were based on re-sampled data consisting of two groups with 10 samples in each and an
average fold-change of 3. Three metagenomic datasets were used: Human gut I, Human
gut II and Marine. The following methods are included in the ﬁgure: trimmed mean of
M-values (TMM), DESeq2Norm, cumulative sum scaling (CSS), reversed cumulative
sum scaling (RCSS), quantile-quantile (Quant), upper quartile (UQ), median (Med),
total count (TC) and rarefying (Rare).
the estimated FDR. This changed, however, when the effects were added in
an unbalanced manner. For the lightly unbalanced case, quantile-quantile and
upper quartile already showed a true FDR higher than the estimated FDR.
In the unbalanced case, ﬁve of the nine methods were unable to control the
FDR in at least one dataset. For the heavily unbalanced cases, none of the
methods were able to control the FDR in any of the datasets. Regardless, TMM,
DESeq2Norm and CSS had a less biased true FDR than the other methods.
In particular, the true FDR of TMM was close to 0.10 in all three datasets.
Conversely, RCSS, quantile-quantile, upper quartile, total count and rarefying
resulted in unacceptably high FDRs (close to or above 50%) in at least one
dataset.
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Figure 4.9: True false discovery rate at an estimated false discovery rate of 0.05 (y-
axis) for different distributions of effects between groups (x-axis): balanced (’B’) with
10% of effects divided equally between the two groups, lightly unbalanced (’LU’) with
effects added 75%-25% in each group, unbalanced (’U’) with all effects added to only
one group, and heavily unbalanced (’HU’) with 20% of effects added to only one group.
The results were based on re-sampled data consisting of two groups with 10 samples
in each and an average fold-change of 3. Three metagenomic datasets were used:
Human gut I, Human gut II and Marine. The following methods are included in the
ﬁgure trimmed mean of M-values (TMM), DESeq2Norm, cumulative sum scaling (CSS),
reversed cumulative sum scaling (RCSS), quantile-quantile (Quant), upper quartile
(UQ), median (Med), total count (TC) and rarefying (Rare).
In conclusion, our observations conﬁrm that the performance of the normali-
sation method depends on the characteristics of the data being analysed. In
particular, all methods performed better for larger group sizes and larger fold-
changes. More importantly, when there is an unbalanced distribution of effects,
i.e. when the differentially abundant genes are all present in one condition,
removal of systematic variability is more challenging for all studied methods.
However, TMM and DESeq2Norm generally have a more robust performance
and are therefore recommended methods.
5 Conclusions
In this thesis, statistical modelling was used to analyse metagenomic data.
Here, we examined both sequence and count data from the DNA of bacterial
communities from diverse environments. The studied models aimed to extract
information from sequence data, to correct systematic variability of count data,
or to detect differences in count data from different environments. In all these
cases, the adequate statistical description of variability in the data was crucial
for achieving a better understanding of the phenomena of interest.
Speciﬁcally, when dealing with the extraction of information from sequence
data, Paper I showed that probabilistic models are efﬁcient at detecting weak
signals, such as the one from attC sites. By addressing the variability in both
length and nucleotide composition of the sites, the model achieved a good
sensitivity and speciﬁcity and simultaneously exhibited a high computational
performance. In Paper II, the model was implemented in a computational tool
that was in turn used to detect several thousands of horizontally transferred
genes in bacterial communities. These genes had their biological functions
characterised by comparison to databases of known genes or gene domains.
The vast majority of the integron-mediated genes found in the environment
had not been previously described. Among the integron-mediated genes with
a known function, most were associated with gene mobility or defence mecha-
nisms. In addition, potential novel antibiotic resistance genes might have been
identiﬁed. In this way, Paper II substantially expands the knowledge about
integron-mediated genes, which may lead to further insights regarding the
evolution of bacterial genomes and how they can adapt to selective pressure.
The statistical modelling and analysis of metagenomic gene abundance pre-
sented in this thesis are challenging due to the discrete nature, high variability
and high dimensionality of the data. Paper III provides a conceptual overview
of the analyses involved in the study of comparative metagenomics, highlight-
ing the computational and statistical challenges of the ﬁeld. In particular, the
removal of systematic variability using normalisation techniques appeared to
depend on the characteristics of the data and had not previously been investi-
gated for use in metagenomic gene abundance data. This led us to Paper IV,
where we methodically compared the statistical performance of nine commonly
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used normalisation methods. For this purpose, we developed an evaluation
framework that preserved the structure of the data. This framework was based
on the re-sampling of data, where two different conditions were simulated by
splitting the re-sample into two groups and down-sampling a selected number
of genes in one of the two groups. The framework is as general as possible and
is recommended to be used for studying the performance of different types of
statistical models that address the same or other types of high-throughput data.
The study concluded that the characteristics of the data did affect the perfor-
mance of the normalisation. Nevertheless, methods that more efﬁciently used
the information present in the data performed consistently better. Importantly,
the choice of normalisation method needs attention since using a method that
cannot properly reduce the systematic variability of the data can lead to a large
number of false positives in the detection of differently abundant genes. This
failure of reducing the variability may ultimately lead to incorrect biological
conclusions regarding the differences between the studied environments. Our
study can therefore be used as guidance for selecting a suitable method for the
normalisation of metagenomic gene abundance data.
Overall, this thesis highlights the importance of statistical modelling in the
study of metagenomic data. The statistical approach is particularly relevant
for addressing the high variability and high dimensionality typically present
in these types of data. Indeed, these characteristics make rigorous statistical
analysis necessary to ensure a high performance while avoiding the generation
of excessively many false positives. Furthermore, since less than 2% of bacterial
species can be cultivated in the laboratory, it is essential to continue studying
bacteria via metagenomics, which allows for the analysis of collective genomes
without the need for cultivation. In this way, it can be ensured that we contin-
uously learn about their microscopic world, and statistical techniques, such
as the ones presented in this thesis, are fundamental to further improving the
understanding of the data generated within the ﬁeld.
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